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*Please share this information with other teachers that are coming to  

FWA with your group. 
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GOAL 

To help students understand the connection between the people of Manitoba’s past and the natural 
environment, and illustrate how early peoples depended on the prairies for survival. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
Students will: 

1. Visualize what the prairies looked like approximately 200 years ago. 

2. Identify three different groups of people on the prairies, including the Plains First Nations, 
pioneers and the Métis. 

3. Recognize the dependence of these three groups on the natural world. 
 

CURRICULAR LINKS 
GRADE CURRICULUM KNOWLEDGE VALUES 

 1  Cluster 1 
 
Cluster 2 
 

1-KI-007, 007A 
1-KH-017 
 

1-VI-003 
 
1-VL-007A 

 2 Cluster 1 
Cluster 2 
 

2-KI-008, 008A 
2-KH-027, 028 

2-VH-008, 008A 
2-VH-009 

 3 Cluster 3 
 
 
Cluster 4 
 

3-KI-010, 013 
3-KL-018, 019 
3-KE-035, 036, 037 

3-VI-004 
3-VL-006 
 
3-VH-007, 008 

 4 Cluster 3 
 
Cluster 4 
 
 
 

4-KL-024, 025 
 
4-KI-010, 011 
4-KL-026 
4-KH-033, 035 

4-VI-003 
4-VL-006 
4-VH-008, 009 

 5 
 
 
 

Cluster 1 
 
Cluster 2 

5-KI-005, 006 
5-KL-017 
5-KE-051 

5-VH-008 

 6 Cluster 1 
 
Cluster 4 

6-KI-010, 011 
 
6-KL-026A 

6-VL-010 
6-VH-012 
6-VL-011 
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VOCABULARY 

Bison: A large hairy animal resembling an ox, but with massive head and 
shoulders and a humped back. Bison were once common in North America 
and Europe, but are now mainly found in protected areas only.  
 

Indigenous: Communities, peoples, and nations which, having a historical continuity with 
pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their territories, 
consider themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies now 
prevailing on those territories, or parts of them. In Canada, the three distinct 
groups of Indigenous people are the First Nations, Métis, and Inuit. 
https://youtu.be/XEzjA5RoLv0 
 

Métis: A person of both European and First Nations descent, especially those who 
established settlements and a unique culture in the Assiniboine, Red, and 
Saskatchewan River valleys during the 19th century. The Métis form a 
distinct cultural group. Métis means “mixed” in French. 
 

Pioneer: A person who goes into previously uncharted or unclaimed territory with the 
purpose of exploring it and possibly colonizing or settling it. 
 

Plains First 
Nations:  

A term used to designate Indigenous peoples who inhabited the Great 
Plains of the United States and Canada combined before and at the time of 
European contact. Many of these groups relied heavily on the bison for 
subsistence and so are often referred to as Peoples of the Bison (or 
Buffalo). For the purposes of this program we use this term specifically in 
reference to that population in Manitoba. Some groups in Manitoba include: 
the Nakota, (also known as the Assiniboine, who occupied the most land 
here), the Dakota (also a group of the Siouan language speakers), the 
Plains Cree, the Plains Ojibway. 
 

Prairies: North American grasslands. 
 

Sod House: A house with walls made of strips of sod laid horizontally in layers like 
bricks. Sod houses were common in the frontier days on the plains of 
Canada and the United States, where wood and stone were scarce. The 
sod, turned by the plough and held together by roots, was lifted in strips and 
usually cut in 3ft. (1m) lengths (sods). The walls were hewn smooth with a 
spade and were often plastered with clay. 

https://youtu.be/XEzjA5RoLv0
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Tipi: A conical tent built around several long branches or wooden poles that meet 
and cross at the top. A tipi is traditionally made of animal hide and used as 
a dwelling by the nomadic bison hunters of the Great Plains – the Plains 
First Nations peoples. 
 

Red River 

Cart: 

A strong, two-wheeled cart pulled by horse or oxen, constructed entirely of 

wood.  Symbolic of the Métis people, and the province of Manitoba. 
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DRESSING FOR THE WEATHER 

 
To ensure that students get the most out of their FortWhyte experience, we ask that they 
be appropriately dressed for a multi-hour outdoor excursion. All of our programs include 
time outdoors, regardless of weather. Comfort and safety are key in making this an 
enjoyable and memorable experience.  

 

Suggestions for Outdoor Dress 

Layering of clothing is very important in maintaining body temperature and in remaining 
dry. Four thin garments may offer the same degree of warmth as one thick overcoat, but 
the four layers allow much greater flexibility. Layers can be shed or added as temperature, 
wind, exertion, or other variables dictate.  
 
Waterproof outer layers are also important. Rain may get us wet but so will dew on grass, 
melting snow on pants and puddles in the spring. Boots in the winter are always important 
to keep moisture out and heat in.  

 

MATERIALS  
 

Your “Our Prairie Past” Kit will contain: 

 Map with ‘Interpretive-Stop-Cue-Cards’ 

 Bison horn 

 Bison fur  

 Bison drive lane and corral picture 

 Uses of the Bison - Facts Sheet 

 Run Bison Run Activity - Instruction Sheet 

 Sod House artifacts and their modern counterparts (pictures) 

 Sod House Activity - Instruction Sheet  

 Traditional First Nations Oral Story Sheets  

 Bird identification sheet  

 Binoculars 

 

You Will Need to Bring From School: 

 Nothing for this program 
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DAY OF YOUR FIELD TRIP 
 
UPON YOUR ARRIVAL… 
 

Upon arrival at FWA please present yourself to the Front Desk.   
 
Our receptionist will direct you to your Discovery Kit which will be ready for you to pick up in the 
Interpretive Centre.  Your school’s name will be written on an information sheet located on or above 
your bag(s) (see sample below).  The information sheet will also indicate your building tour time, and 
your lunch location and time.  Please follow your schedule to avoid space/time conflicts with other 
groups.  Each bag contains enough materials for roughly 20 students.   
 
 
Please return your Discovery Kits to the same place you found them when you are finished with your 
program. 
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RULES AND PROCEDURES 

 

You can expect FWA will: 

 Provide a suitable venue for self-guided education programs; 

 Provide program equipment and materials for self-guided programming, including written 
educator/leader instructions (either online or on paper), as required for booked activities; 

 Advise you of your group’s schedule, lunch location, and suggested area for your self-guided 
program; 

 Advise you of any changes to environmental, weather, trail, or other conditions before your 
program. 

 

FWA can expect you will: 

 Read the provided self-guided program materials (this package) before arrival at FortWhyte Alive; 

 Enforce all school rules and codes of conduct, and FortWhyte Alive’s Rule of Respect (See 
Below), reviewing both school and FortWhyte Alive rules with your students before your program; 

 Follow FortWhyte Alive’s schedule, program guidelines, and instructions – (these have been 
developed with all user groups in mind!) 

 Supervise all participants during self-guided programming.  For independent group work (e.g. 
orienteering), ensure students understand and follow boundaries, the Rule of Respect, and 
schedule; 

 Do frequent head counts throughout the day; 

 Check in with reception staff before your program, and advise them you are leaving at the end of 
your day. 

 

FortWhyte Alive’s Rule of Respect 

 All students, educators, group leaders, staff and volunteers are asked to: 

 Respect others: in their group, on the trail, in our buildings (give other groups room on trails, 
keep noise volume appropriate, etc.); 

 Respect our place: leave nature outside, be kind to living things, clean up litter; 

 Respect equipment: Self-guided equipment is used by thousands of students each year; please 
give them the same chance to use it that you have. 

 

Following these guidelines and rules will help us provide the best experience for every FWA visitor today!   

Thanks! 
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PROGRAM OUTLINE  

 
We are on Treaty 1 Territory – the traditional home of the Anishinabe, Cree, and Dakota peoples, in 
the Red River Valley, homeland of the Métis Nation, and on parts of Lots 1-17 in the Parish of St. 
Charles, according to the Dominion Survey.  This land has not changed, but the names we know it by 
have changed many times, with different groups of people. 
 
Hello in several Prairie Languages: 
 
Anishinabe – Boozhoo! 
Cree – Tansi! 
Dakota – Ha-a! 
Michif (a Métis language): Tawnshi! 

 
 
A) BUFFALO RUBBING STONE 
 
This rock was brought to FortWhyte from a homestead near Manitou in southwest Manitoba, and is 
therefore an “authentic” buffalo rubbing stone.  For every hair a cow has, bison have seven more, 
making bison very well adapted to prairie winters. A bison’s fur is actually thickest on his head and 
shoulders, so in the winter he can stand with his face to the wind. 
 
Every summer, bison shed their thick winter fur. This rough and massive stone helps them shed their 
heavy coat as they rub against it. The bison also use the rubbing stone to ease the itch of insect bites. 
You can tell by feeling how smooth some spots are on this rock that it was rubbed many, many times by 
bison who needed a scratch. 
 
In Manitoba, bison have been present for the last 10,000 years. Plains tribes relied on these large land 
mammals for food, clothing, and shelter.  Over time the bison were over-hunted and slaughtered by a 
variety of different groups and individuals for different reasons. In the 1700’s there were 60,000,000 wild 
bison; in the 1800’s as few as 500; today there are about 30,000 kept in enclosures. In Manitoba, the 
last wild plains bison was found near the Souris area in 1883.  
 
 

B) RED RIVER CART 
 
As the West developed, settlements began to sprout up far from the usual waterways.  Red River Carts, 
which had been used for years by the Métis, became the chief mode of land transportation and often 
used for trade. 
 
Red River Carts, the first wheeled structure on the prairies, were unique in being constructed entirely 
without metal.  The first Red River Carts were quite small with solid cross sections of trees for wheels.   
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As the need for larger and stronger carts increased, so did their design.  A much lighter wheel gradually 
replaced the older version. They had to be built strong to survive harsh terrain such as bogs, marshes, 
rivers, rocky hills and forests.  Oak trees were used to make strong wheels while the cart was made of 
poplar or birch.  The wooden cart was lashed together with bison hide rope, and the wheels were 
sometimes covered with deer hide twine.  The wheels were dish shaped and they did not sink as far into 
the earth.  This made the carts easier to pull.  Unfortunately, the sound of these carts could make your 
blood run cold.  The Red River Cart was nicknamed the “Northwest Fiddle,” for its squeaking sound that 
was caused by the friction of the greaseless wooden wheel on a wooden axle. 
 
Oxen were preferred to pull the load because their cloven hooves provided better footing in the mud.  
Each cart could carry up to 450 kilograms (1000 pounds) of cargo.  Métis families hauled furs and skins 
south along the Red River (present day Highway 75 South) to St. Paul, Minnesota.  They would bring 
back merchandise including clothing, guns, farm implements and even glass.  By the mid-1800’s, it was 
common to see 200-300 carts at one time on this trail during the summer. 
 
Red River Carts were also used by the Métis for bison hunts.  Men would travel out on horseback to find 
the herd, while the women and children would follow with carts to transport meat and hides back to the 
communities of the Red Valley. 
 
 

C) SOD HOUSE 
 
A first home for many settlers on the prairies was one made of sod.  Whether arriving off a steamship or 
from tramping across the east, settlers had little time to build a home before a bitter cold prairie winter.  
A sod house was cheap to make, less than five dollars in the 1880s ($86 dollars by today’s standards), 
and quick to build, less than a month.  A Russian invention, sod houses were built from poplar trees, 
soil, and grass and of course, sod.  The first step in building a sod house was to dig a big hole; which 
would be approximately three feet deep.  The sod was saved to build the walls of the house.  A space 
was left for the door and possibly a few windows.  Thin poplar logs were used to build the roof; they 
were smeared with clay and covered with sod and grass.  Some sod houses might have the inside walls 
and floor covered with boards.   Width and length of your sod house depended on the size of your family 
and the size of your oxen!!  During the first winter, even the oxen would be brought inside since there 
was no time to build a barn.  Having oxen live in the same house wasn’t all bad. Although the pioneers 
may not have enjoyed the smell of the oxen, their body heat was surely welcome on those cold winter 
nights.    
 
Living in sod houses had many problems. Women reportedly held umbrellas over their stoves while 
cooking and tarps were hung on the ceiling, above the bed and stove, to catch particles of dirt that fell 
as well as the rain that leaked through the sod even days after it would rain.  Living creatures shared the 
sod dwellers’ space as well.  Snakes, mice, and bugs were inhabitants of the sod house. The sod house 
had positive aspects as well.  Since they were constructed from earth, they were cool in the summer 
and easy to keep warm in the winter.  When prairies fire threatened, the sod house became a safe 
haven.  Farmers brought their livestock and anything worth saving into the soddie until the fire had 
passed. 
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Pioneer children started helping out with the chores as soon as they were able to walk; here is a list of 
chores that were the responsibility of pioneer children: 
 

 Picking bison droppings off of the ground.  The bison droppings were used as fuel in their wood 
stove. 

 Little boys had to plow through the tough prairie grass to make new fields.  

 Boys also learned how to work farm machinery, like the threshing and hay-cutting machines 
which were both pulled by horse or oxen. 

 Boys also had to learn how to build houses and barns and learn how to repair tools. 

 Little girls had to make soap and candles and sew the family’s clothes. 

 Girls also cooked and cleaned for the family.  Clothes were washed in a barrel and scrubbed on 
a washing board with the soap they made.  

 Children had little toys and games to play with, the toys they did have were homemade and the 

games they played required little or no equipment.  The following are some games that were 

played amongst pioneer children.   

 

** SOD HOUSE ACTIVITY ** 
 

Sod House Artifact matching game:  Show the children the laminated pictures of the Sod House 
artifacts.  Then show them the laminated pictures of the modern day “artifacts” that we use on a daily 
bases.  Get the children to match the sod house artifact to the modern day “artifact” e.g. Washboard 
matches a washing machine. 
 
 

D) FIRST NATIONS SHARING CIRCLES  
 
These sharing circles were important to First Nations peoples for many reasons.  Often they were used 
as places for storytelling, which was very important to First Nations culture. A long time ago the elders 
told a lot of stories; instead of having a written history, First Nations peoples relied on oral traditions. 
These stories were passed down through the generations, and explained how things were made, how 
the animals grew or changed and how people lived and moved around. For example, they told stories of 
why the birds sang, or why they changed their colours, and why the stars shine at night. Important 
techniques were also passed down through the generations with the use of oral traditions since many 
stories taught the children how people got their food or where the waterholes could be found. This was 
their way to pass on the knowledge and understandings that their culture needed to know in order to 
survive in this country, long ago. 
 
 

(This would be a good time to bring out the First Nations Oral Story Sheets) 
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E) TIPI ENCAMPMENT  
 
Tipis and the People of the Plains 
Before the arrival of European people, First Nations peoples were entirely dependent on what they 
could acquire from the natural world.  There were no stores or factories, so everything from homes to 
weapons had to be fabricated from something in nature.  On the prairies, the bison was one of the major 
sources for clothing, tools, shelter and food.   
 
The traditional way of entering a tipi is to travel in the same direction the sun travels over the course of 
the day (i.e. clockwise).  The word Tipi is a Dakota word that means “place where we live”.  Different 
Plains First Nations cultures built their tipis differently to best fit the environmental conditions and 
materials they had.  Traditionally, the Plains Cree Tipi is longer in the back and shorter in the front, 
giving it the appearance of leaning forward.  The traditional Dakota (Sioux) Tipi is longer in the front and 
shorter in the back, giving it a leaning back appearance.  FortWhyte’s tipi is a canvas tipi, sewn by local 
tipi-makers, Cree Star. (January 30, 2018. http://creestargifts.com/teepee-poles/) 
 
The thirteen poles represent the 13 full moons of the year.  Not all tipis had 13 poles, First Nations 
group and size of tipi would be a factor.  First Nations peoples have a strong connection to the natural 
world; they didn’t use calendars or clocks.  They knew the times of year and seasons by the change in 
the weather.  Tipi poles were very valuable, since there were hardly any trees on the prairies. They 
often had to travel long distances to find suitable trees. Another option was to trade with other tribes for 
tipi poles.  
 
Originally the tipi cover was made from tanned bison hides (12-15 bison hides sewn together would 
make an averaged sized tipi) or occasionally from deer skin.  FortWhyte’s Tipi is larger than typical (18-
22 bison hides).  Due to the near extinction of the bison through over-hunting by European fur traders 
and increased trading with settlers, canvas became the preferred alternative, being brighter and lighter 
to carry.  The women of the village owned the tipi.  It was their responsibility to set them up and take 
them down.  You will notice that the shape of the tipi resembles a woman’s skirt. The women took pride 
in tanning the hide and decorating the tipi covers.  On the inside of the tipi there would be bison hides 
lying on the ground fur side up; this is where the people would sleep.  
 
The tipi only took about a half hour to an hour set up since they had to construct a home that was easy 
to set up and take down.  This is because the Plains First Nations were nomadic people, moving from 
place to place following the bison. 
 
A few uses of the bison (this is a good time to pass around the bison fur and horn): 

 Meat: Food, including dried meat, jerky, pemmican, sausages 

 Blood: Paints, puddings, soups 

 Tanned Hide: Backrests, bags, beds, blankets, bridles, caps, cradles, dolls, dresses, leggings, 
mittens, moccasin tops, pillows, pouches, ropes, shirts, sweat lodge covers, tipi covers & liners, 
winter robes 

 Hair: Bracelets, braided ropes, doll stuffing, hair pieces, headdresses, horse halters, moccasin 
lining, ornaments, pad fillers, pillow fillers 

http://creestargifts.com/teepee-poles/
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 Horns: Arrow points, medication, bowls, ornaments, cups, powder horn, fire carrier, signals, 
headdresses, spoons, ladles, toys 

 Bones: Arrowheads, awls (small tool for piercing holes, esp. in leather), eating utensils, scrapers, 
fleshing tools, shovels, game dice, sleds, jewelry, splints, knives, toys, painting tools, war clubs, 
pipes 

 Skull: Altar, Sun Dance 

 Teeth: Ornaments 
 

E) STRETCHING FRAME, SMOKING FRAME, AND DRYING RACK  
 
These implements were all used for processing meat and hides. The stretching frame was used to 
stretch hides and also to tan them. The women were responsible for the skinning and tanning of the 
hides as well as the cutting of the meat.  They were also responsible for making the clothing for their 
families out of the hides.  The men were responsible for scouting, hunting and trading furs with the 
voyageurs.  The smoking frame could be used to hang tanned hides over a smoking fire so they could 
be darkened.  Meat would also be hung on the frame for a smoked flavor. True to its name the drying 
rack was used to dry meat, so it could be preserved.  
 

E) DOG TRAVOIS 
 
Many people believe that First Nations people always had horses for transportation and hunting, 
however, for example, horses were not common among the Plains Cree until the early 1700s.  Before 
horses, the Plains Cree relied on dogs to haul the load, which the French fur traders called a travois.  A 
travois was made with two straight wooden poles, (dried and then debarked tree trunks), which were 
tied together at their thinner end with sinew in the shape of the letter “A”.  The thicker ends of the poles 
dragged on the ground.  The two poles crossed over the small of the dog’s back, with the stubs of the 
poles ending behind the dog’s ears.  The top of the “A” frame was covered with a piece of buffalo hide 
with the fur side out to protect the dogs back from the friction of the poles.  The harness was strapped 
around the dog’s chest. 
 
Have your group brainstorm about what sort of materials the dogs might have carried. (Typical 
loads were bison meat, firewood, tipi covers, tools, etc.) 
 
For short trips, such as bringing wood or meat relatively short distances into camp, the dogs could carry 
loads of 25 –100 pounds.  Multi-day expeditions, usually a seasonal change of camp, were another 
matter.  These loads ranged from 25 to 50 pounds. These journeys would be slow and include many 
rest stops and water breaks. 
 
 

F) ANIMAL POLE 
 
The Animal Pole is also found in this area. It can be used to illustrate the great size of the bison. When 
a calf is born is weighs between 33 and 66lbs. An adult male bison stands about 6’6” at the shoulder, 
and can weigh up to 2000lb. This makes it the largest land mammal in North America! 
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Have your group line-up, holding the rope attached the pole, in a single file line to illustrate how 
many children it takes to equal the length of an average sized bison.  
 
 

G) BISON VIEWING MOUND 
 
The trail raises a total of 12 feet to the top of the bison-viewing mound.  From there you can see the 80- 
acre grassland.  The enclosure is divided into two pastures to facilitate rotational grazing.  Each pasture 
is equipped with a watering hole, bison mounds and rubbing stones.  Bison will stand atop the mounds 
for wind-removal of pesky flies and insects.  Buffalo rubbing stones will be used in the spring as each 
animal sheds its heavy winter coat.  The grassland is not a native prairie – it has been planted with 
pasture grasses that include meadow bromes, wheat grasses and fescues. 
 
You will see approximately 30 bison in the enclosure.  The animals range in age from calves, born at 
FortWhyte this spring, to 20 year olds. 
 
Bison Facts: 

 Females and their calves form protective herds while males generally remain solitary 

 Recent studies have shown that grazing by bison increases the diversity of plant species in tall-
grass prairie plots.  This is presumably due to the fact that bison preferentially eat dominant 
grass species, giving other plants a chance to colonize 

 Bison carry their young for 9 1/2 months and all calves in the herd are born within a few weeks of 
one another in the spring. 

 Bison shovel snow.  In winter, bison manage to find food even though it is buried beneath layers 
of snow.  The bison’s wide nose acts as a built-in snow shovel, opening a feeding crater. 

 The brown-headed cowbird has adapted to a life of following bison.  They follow behind, eating 
insects that have been kicked-up by the thundering herds.  The bison are always on the go and 
therefore the cowbirds must be as well.  Since they do not stay in one place long enough to build 
nests, cowbirds have become “dump-nesters”, leaving eggs behind in other birds’ nests.  The 
unwitting foster parents’ often raise the young as their own, at the expense of their own babies.  
Many ‘foster parent’ birds have adapted by booting the foreign eggs or building a new nest on top 
of the old one. 

 
 

H) BISON DRIVING LANE 
 
This replica bison driving lane, built at one quarter its actual size, illustrates a common method of 
hunting bison on the prairies.  When buffalo jump sites such as cliffs and valleys were uncommon on 
the landscape, a driving lane was used to corral bison into a confined area. 
 
Scouts were sent out many days ahead of the hunt to locate nearby herds.  The scouts used prairie 
fires to slowly move a herd towards the pound.  A mile long drive lane, built of branches, rocks and fires 
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was used to funnel bison into a central corral or pound.  Behind the drive lane were women and 
children, flapping bison hides as the herd began its frenzied stampede. 
 
Once in the pound, the bison realized that they were trapped.  Turning around and running out resulted 
in a thunderous crash as the animals collided, often breaking their necks or impaling themselves on 
another’s horn.  Hunters, in position around the outside of the pound, shot the wounded and those 
animals that escaped injury.   
 
The entire tribe slaughtered the animals and carried meat and hides back to the encampment for 
processing.  A successful hunt meant survival during the harsh winter months. 
 

** BISON ACTIVITY ** 
 

Run Bison Run: This is a good game to play after you have talked about bison hunting techniques.  
You can present the activity by saying: “Now we are going to play a bison hunt game and pretend to be 
bison and their hunters.”  One, two or three players (depending on group size) are selected to be 
hunters and are placed in the center “court” (a spacious area), the remainder of the class is placed on a 
line at one side of the court.  On the signal, the players in line take off (staying in bounds) and attempt to 
run to the other side of the court without getting tagged.  The center players are allowed to run around 
after their prey until the bison run across the safety zone or line, marked by a rope or other object.  (All 
four boundaries should be clearly marked and explained before beginning.)  If a player is hit, he/she 
must stand at the spot where he/she got hit and becomes a hunter.  He/she must stay on that spot but 
is allowed to pivot on one foot and reach out his/her arms to tag players.  Those players then sit down 
and become hunters.  The last two players not hit or tagged, become hunters. 
 
 

I) BIRD FEEDING STATION 
 
The Bird Feeding Station is an excellent place to observe birds.  While on the trail, use all your senses 
to find birds, nests and other signs of bird life – seeds and husks on the ground, woodpecker holes, and 
sprouting sunflowers from winter birdseed.  Listen for birdsong and woodpecker drumming.  All birds 
also have a wide range of calls used to communicate with one another.   

 Black-Capped Chickadees are year-round residents at FWA. They feed primarily on black-oil 
sunflower seeds.  During winter nights these hardy little birds sit in old woodpecker holes to stay 
warm. 

 American Goldfinches are seasonal visitors leaving FortWhyte to fly as far to the Southern 
United States or Mexico.  The males are more vibrant than the females and are easily 
recognizable by their bright yellow plumage.  The brighter the male, the better chance he has 
during the mating season. 

 Many furry, flightless visitors also frequent the feeders.  Chipmunks can be recognized by the 
three stripes down their back. They collect fallen seed in the pouches in their cheeks and return 
to their den to store them for leaner times.  A chipmunk territory may occupy the volume of a 
public swimming pool. 
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J) PRAIRIE DOGS 
 
Facts: 

 The maximum length of an adult prairie dog is just slightly smaller than a house cat. 

 A prairie dog colony is called a “town.” 

 Prairie dog tunnels are generally three to six feet below the surface, but have been reported up to 
fifteen feet deep. 

 Prairie dogs nuzzle and kiss when they meet. But if prairie dogs from different colonies meet, 
they stare, chatter, flick their tails, and may fight or chase each other. 

 Prairie dogs post sentries to warn of approaching danger and to give an “all clear” signal when 
the danger has passed. Prairie Dogs issue different sounds identifying various predators, which 
include hawks, owls, eagles, ravens, coyotes, badgers, ferrets and snakes. 

 Female prairie dogs may live up to eight years of age while males usually live to be no more than 
five years of age. 

 Young prairie dogs are born hairless, helpless, and with their eyes closed. 

 Prairie dogs do not normally drink water. In the wild, they get enough moisture from the native 
grasses and weeds that they eat. 

 Prairie dogs are not dogs, they are a kind of squirrel. 

 Black-tailed prairie dogs do not hibernate. They fatten up in summer and fall and store food in 
their burrows to eat during the winter. 
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CLASSROOM RESOURCES 
 

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS 
All of the books listed below relate to the theme of 
Prairie life, are recommended for young adults, and 
are available through the Winnipeg Public Libraries 
and/or the Manitoba Education Instructional 
Resources Library. You may wish to make these 
titles available in your classroom surrounding your 
‘Our Prairie Past’ field trip. 
Books and activities with a First Nations or Métis 

perspective are indicated with a medicine wheel.  

Fiction 

> Fiddle Dancer, Dancing in My Bones, and Call of the Fiddle by Wilfred Burton and Anne Patton  
This trilogy of short novels tells the story of a young Métis boy connecting with his traditional culture. Written in 
English, Cree, and Michif. 

> The Diamond Willow Walking Stick and Relatives with Roots by Leah Marie Dorion  
Beautifully illustrated stories about Métis children connecting with their traditional heritage. 

> Angelique: Buffalo Hunt by Cora Taylor  
A young girl participates in hunting bison. 

> Anytime Stories and Anywhere Stories by Leo Sawicki  

Short stories about First Nations young people solving problems and growing up in a traditional setting. 

> Bulrush Helps the Pond by Leo Carriere  

A story about fragile wetland ecology and the Swampy Cree approach to environmental stewardship. 

> Little House on the Prairie (series) by Laura Ingalls Wilder 
First-hand account of pioneer life on the North American prairies. 

Non-Fiction 
> Peter Fidler and the Métis by Donna Lee Dumont 
> The Métis Nation by Jean LePrairie and Sheldon Dawson 

> Children of the Tipi: Life in the Buffalo Days edited by Michael O. Fitzgerald 

> A Native American Thought of It: Amazing Inventions and Innovations by Rocky Landon with 

David MacDonald 

> A Pioneer Story: The Daily Life of a Canadian Family in 1840 by Heather Collins and Barbara 

Greenwood  

> A Visit With the People of Red River—A Young Person’s Guide and Resource Book by Judy and 

Barry McPherson (also available for purchase through the Manitoba Historical Society) 
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PRE-VISIT ACTIVITIES 

THE PRAIRIES THEN AND NOW PART 1 (1-2 lessons) 

Science/Social Studies/Language Arts 

Before coming to FortWhyte, encourage students to explore what defines the Prairie ecosystem.  
The Prairie region is relatively dry and is characterised by rich soil, diverse grasses and other 
flowering plants, low shrubs, and small stands of trees.  Examples of animals include grazing 
animals, burrowing animals, birds, and insects. 

 

Many students do not realize that what we think of as “Prairie” today is mostly agricultural 
farmland.  Less than 1% of intact native Prairie remains in Manitoba.  Because of this, students 
may need help visualizing the Prairies of the past. Read the Prairie Visualization (Attachment 
1) aloud to students and have them reflect on what they experienced.  What did they see in their 
mind’s eye and how is it different from the farmland they see when driving outside of Winnipeg 
today?  Students might journal, sketch, or use a graphic organizer to compare and contrast the 
prairies then and now. 
 

 

Extension Ideas: 

> Print copies of the Prairie Visualization and have students attempt to identify the various 
plants and animals that are described.  Bolded numbers in the text indicate where a 
particular plant or animal is referred to.  A list at the end of the document identifies all of the 
species by their common names.  Research these species further, find pictures of them, and 
find out what their current status is in Manitoba.  Are their populations healthy or 
threatened?  Create bar or line graphs to compare current populations to historical 
populations.  Predict which plants and animals you might see at FortWhyte on your 
upcoming field trip. 

 
> Print copies of the Pristine Prairie (Attachment 2) and have students imagine they are 

entering into the pictures.  What would they see, hear, feel, and smell?  Now repeat the 
exercise with Agricultural Land (Attachment 3).  Have students write about each 
experience and compare/contrast the biodiversity in the two images. 
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TIPI TEACHINGS (1-3 lessons) 

Social Studies 

On your field trip to FortWhyte you will visit a tipi encampment.  Tipis were (and are) used by 
many groups of Plains First Nations.  They are traditionally made of wooden poles and a hide 
covering, though the FortWhyte tipis are made of canvas in the post European contact style.  
Tipis were erected and taken down by women and could be moved from one camp to another 
with relative ease and speed.  It took about an hour to set up a tipi and sometimes only a 
matter of minutes to take it down.  The longest poles were sometimes used to create a travois 
(frame used to carry heavy loads) for transportation.  The tipi is a place of safety, respect, and 
honour.  Students will be asked to follow certain protocol when entering and sitting in the tipi. 

 

How are tipis similar to the homes we live in today?  How are they different?  What etiquette 
and customs do students follow in their own homes?  Examples might include removing their 
boots at the door, sitting down for supper together as a family, rules for sharing the bathroom 
with siblings in the morning, etc.  Use the attachments, links and books below to help your 
students prepare for their visit to FortWhyte’s tipis. 

 

> Tipi Information: http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/tipi/  

> Tipi Teachings: (Please note that these teachings may vary amongst different First 

Nations groups and elders.) 

http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/transcripts/cree.html 

> Books: Tipi by Nancy B. Rosoff and Susan Kennedy Zeller 
 The Tipi by Lisa Meeches and Ted Nolan 
 Storm Maker’s Tipi by Paul Goble 

> Attachments 4 and 5 can also be photocopied for students to read and examine. 

 

http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/tipi/
http://www.fourdirectionsteachings.com/transcripts/cree.html
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BISON INVESTIGATIONS (1-2 lessons) 

Science/Social Studies/Math 

Plains First Nations, Métis, and pioneers all relied on bison, an integral part of the native prairie 
ecosystem.  In the program “Our Prairie Past,” students will visit our bison herd and bison 
pound, and have the opportunity to handle bison artifacts.  Listed below are some hands-on 
suggestions for helping your students to gain some background understanding of the natural 
and cultural significance of bison on the Prairies: 

> Using a meter stick or tape measure, measure out the size and height of an adult 
male bison in your classroom (height = 2.5m, length = 4.6m).  Bison weigh roughly 
1 600kg and can run more than 50 km/h.  Bison also have horns and thick skin.  
Ask your students to imagine how dangerous and difficult it would be to hunt a 
single bison, let alone bison in a herd of hundreds.  How would they do so, 
particularly prior to horses and guns?  Discuss and/or re-enact hunting methods 
including bison jumps, bison pounds, and the chase method.  Have students look at 
a picture of a bison (Attachment 6) and brainstorm all of the possible parts that 
could be harvested from it (inside and outside).  What could all of these different 
parts have been used for?  Attachment 6 also includes a list of traditional uses. 
 

> Try making a vegetarian version of pemmican!  Because this recipe contains no 
meat, everyone can enjoy it, and food safety concerns about raw, dried meat are 
not an issue.  Mix one cup Textured Vegetable Protein (available in most bulk 
stores) with half a handful of dried fruit (Saskatoons, blueberries, cherries, etc. are 
most historically appropriate).  Mix in one teaspoon of vegetable bouillon powder, 
and ½ teaspoon vegetable oil.  Add enough water to make the mixture “stick” 
together – then dry into small cakes on a cookie sheet in a slow oven.  This mixture 
will keep two weeks at least, possibly longer, and is far less fatty than “real” 
pemmican – but is a good, lightweight, multi-food-group snack, in the spirit of 
traditional pemmican. 
 

> Why do we no longer see herds of bison roaming the prairies today?  What 
happened to them?  Research the decline of bison populations in North America 
and how bison are used by modern people of the prairie (us).  A concise article can 
be found at: 
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/american-bison/ 

 
 
 

http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/american-bison/
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WE ARE ALL TREATY PEOPLE (1-5 lessons) 

Social Studies 

The arrival of Europeans in Manitoba brought drastic changes to the traditional lives of the Plains 
First Nations and Métis.  The first Selkirk Settlers came to Manitoba in 1812 and, as their 
population grew over the next several decades, land negotiations became a reality of co-
existence amongst all of the cultural groups living in the area.  Informal agreements were 
continually established to divide up the land, but it was not until Manitoba became a province of 
Canada in 1870 that formal treaties were established with the Crown. 

 
Treaty history is a critical part of understanding Manitoba’s prairies, past and present.  
Resources and treaty education training are available through the Treaty Relations 
Commission of Manitoba. 

 

 

POST-VISIT ACTIVITIES 
THE PRAIRIES THEN AND NOW PART 2 (3-6 lessons) 

Science/Social Studies/Visual Art/Language Arts 

In FortWhyte’s Interpretive Centre, two dioramas illustrate the evolution of the same plot of land 
over one hundred years.  Now that your students have had a chance to view this exhibit and have 
explored some prairie history, have students create dioramas of their own that accurately show 
the progression of life on a single plot of prairie over several generations.  You might research the 
history of a local area near your school (the Manitoba Historical Society often can provide 
information about neighborhood histories), or you might simply invent a sample plot of prairie 
land.  Students could work individually or in small groups to research, design, and write about 
what the prairies have looked like at different points over the last two hundred years (include 
pristine mixed-grass prairie, Plains First Nations encampment, Métis bison hunt, pioneer sod 
house, contemporary farm or neighborhood, etc.). 

 
 

> Examples of keystone species in Canada’s six regions include: 
> Canadian Shield – Spruce 
> Arctic Region – Arctic Fox 
> Western Cordillera – Salmon 
> Appalachian Region – Lobster 
> Prairies – Prairie Dog 
> St. Lawrence-Great Lakes Lowlands – Sugar Maple 

Research these and other keystone species to identify why they are so important to their 
ecosystems. Who eats them and who do they eat in the food chain? Do other species rely on 
them for shelter?   

Go to http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/encyclopedia/keystone-
species/?ar_a=1 

> Create a mural of one of Canada’s regions. Assign each student a specific plant or 
animal to research and have students work collaboratively with paints or other media to 
bring the habitat to life in detail.   

Habitats of Manitoba: 

If we zoom in on just the province of Manitoba we see that there are two major Canadian 
regions included in our province – Prairie and Canadian Shield (Boreal Forest). But there are 
also some more detailed regions. One of these is the transition zone between Prairie and 
Boreal Forest known as the Parkland Region. This habitat is characterized by a mix of prairie 
grassland and stands of trees, primarily Aspen. The city of Winnipeg and FortWhyte Alive are 
both located within the Parkland Region.   

See Attachment #3 for a detailed map of Manitoba’s ecological regions. Research the plants 
and animals that live in Manitoba.  What are their special physical and behavioural 
adaptations?  The animals you saw in the Touch Museum and on FortWhyte’s property are a 
good starting place for inquiry.   

Local Habitats:  

On the smallest scale, we all live and go to school within local habitats.  Go outside with your 

http://www.trcm.ca/
http://www.trcm.ca/
http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/encyclopedia/keystone-species/?ar_a=1
http://education.nationalgeographic.com/education/encyclopedia/keystone-species/?ar_a=1
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PIONEER PAINTING (1-2 lessons) 

Visual Arts 

Try decorating the pioneer way!  Pioneers used leaves or dry plants to spatter paint designs on 
wooden chairs and chests.  Your students can use the same process to create gift boxes, cards 
or wrapping paper.   

 
You will need: 
> Leaves, ferns and grasses 
> Newspaper 
> Sheets of paper, bags, boxes or cards to decorate 
> Wire sieves or small squares of wire screening 
> Old toothbrushes or stiff-bristled paintbrushes 
> Tempera paint in several colors 
 
Directions: 

1. For patterns, have your students collect interesting shapes from nature.  Use leaves and 
grasses while they are fresh or press them between books to keep them flat. 

2. Spread newspaper over your students’ work space.  Have your students place their paper or 
cardstock over the newspaper. They can arrange their leaves in a pattern on the paper.  
Ensure they weigh each leaf down with small stones.  

3. Direct your students to hold their sieve or screening about 8 cm above their paper.  Then have 
them dip their toothbrushes into the paint, tap off any drips and run their brushes over their 
sieves.  If they don’t have sieves or screening, they may hold their toothbrushes over the paper 
and drag their fingers along the bristles. 

4. After your students have let the paint dry, they may try spattering a second color.  When they 
are finished, they may carefully pick off the leaves. 

 
Other Ideas:  

For a feathery pattern, your students may outline their image using an almost-dry brush.  Have 
them dip their brushes into the paint, then wipe most of the paint off on the newspaper.  Holding 
their image down with their finger, they then brush the pattern out to the paper.  Note: This works 
best with single, large leaves. 
 
 

NATIVE PRAIRIE GARDEN (ongoing) 

Science 

FortWhyte Alive’s Naturescape for Educators program can help you and your 
students to plant native prairie species in your schoolyard and even to create a 
butterfly garden.  For more information contact education@fortwhyte.org. 

OUTDOOR  
LEARNING 

https://www.fortwhyte.org/foreducators/teacherpd/naturescape-for-educators/
mailto:education@fortwhyte.org
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I AM A PERSON OF THE PRAIRIES (1-3 lessons) 

Social Studies/Language Arts 

After learning about the people of the prairies, have students reflect on how each of them is 
also a person of the prairies.  How are they connected to the land and its history?  Create a 
map that identifies where each student’s family originated.  Who is connected to the Plains 
First Nations, the Métis, and the pioneers of the past?  Whose family immigrated to the 
prairies more recently?  What does it mean to be a person of the prairies today? 

 

Have students conduct interviews with family members and write narratives about what life 
was like on the prairies one or two generations ago.  Create a book of family stories and 
invite students to compare and contrast experiences from their own generation with 
generations past.   
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Attachment #1 

PRAIRIE VISUALIZATION 
 
Ask students to set aside all pens and pencils.  Have them close their eyes and relax while you read the 
following visualization slowly and with expression.  Don’t forget to pause and give students time to flesh 
out their images. Skip over bold numbers where they appear.  They are part of a post reading activity. 
 
Close your eyes and imagine that... 
 
You are standing outside with your eyes closed.  You know you are outside because you can feel a 
cool, fresh breeze in your hair and on your face.  It whistles through your clothing and rushes past your 
ears.  You can hear it rustling through leaves and plants all around you.  You smell wet soil, rich and a 
little bitter.  Also, a slightly sweet and spicy smell that reminds you of your kitchen.  It smells like a 
familiar herb (1).  The cool air tickles your nostrils as you inhale again and open your eyes. 
 
The first thing you notice is the sky.  All around you in every direction the sky stretches like a perfectly 
round upside-down dome.  The brisk wind is pushing ragged clouds across a bright blue background.  
In the distance you can see high piles of dark grey clouds that might be thunderheads.  But closer to 
where you are standing rays of sun stream down, dappling the landscape around you.   
 
You are standing on a small hill and for as far as you can see, all the way to the horizon, the Prairie 
stretches out around you.  Grasses of all different heights are bending and swaying like waves in the 
ocean.  Much of the grass is as high as your chest.  Some of it is taller.  A thousand shades of green 
blend into browns, blues, and yellows.  Here and there dots of brightly coloured wildflowers catch your 
eye.  You can follow the pattern of the wind as it traces its way across the landscape.  In one place it 
turns up the silvery undersides of grass stalks, reflecting the sunlight and making you squint.  In 
another, it shakes the boughs of a stand of slender, white trees.  Their small, heart-shaped leaves 
tremble and dance against the blue sky (2).  A small bit of white fluff whips past your ear and you watch 
it as it spirals away across the land (3).  It dips and twists and finally catches in the up-reaching twigs of 
a light green shrub (4).   
 
Over the rustle of the wind you hear a high-pitched scream above your head.  Looking up, you see the 
silhouette of a large bird with straight, outstretched wings.  It is riding an up-draft, circling comfortably 
higher and higher in spite of the strong breeze.  The undersides of its wings are dark, separated by a 
lighter body.  Its tail fans out in a half-circle of deep, glossy red-brown feathers (5).  It screams again, 
wild and raw, as its sharp eyes search the prairie below.  Suddenly, not too far from your feet you hear a 
scuffling noise and see a small rodent about the size of a rabbit sitting up on its hind legs.  It is light 
brown with big eyes and a black tail (6).  It wrinkles its nose and lets out a series of sharp barks.  “Choo! 
Choo!  Choo!  Choo!” it calls as the hawk glides overhead.  Then it turns tail and disappears down a 
hole.  Looking around you notice that there are other holes of a similar size on the hill where you are 
standing.  Bits of grass and stems are piled and broken on the ground around them.   
 
Bending down to look more closely at one of the holes, you notice a light pink ball growing nearby.  The 
ball is actually made of tiny, tiny pink flowers and is attached to a plant whose grey-green leaves look 
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heavy and full (7).  You gently reach out and tear off a piece of leaf and as you draw your finger away 
you notice a thick, white liquid forming beads where the leaf was torn.  It looks like milk and leaves a 
sticky residue on your fingers.  Nearby, a black and orange butterfly flutters past (8).   
 
Now that you are down at ground level your eyes adjust to the details of the landscape.  Even in the 
small area around your feet there are plants of all different shapes and sizes.  Creeping ground cover 
(9) and tiny vines (10); tall purple-ish grasses branching into three or four seed heads at the top (11); 
nodding sedges (12); hairy awns catching the light (13); tiny flowers with blue petals (14); yellow 
bunches of goldenrod (15)... 
 
And weaving through all of it the trails of animals.  Here you spot a nibbled leaf.  Over there a spider 
web.  Insects of every shape and colour explore the crevices of this vast landscape on delicate, 
creeping legs.  Just to your right you notice a large, round pile of something brown.  It is dry and yet it 
too is alive with insect life.  Tiny larvae, flies, and beetles are moving within it.  The ground nearby it is 
trampled and the soil is marked with large hoof prints (16). You can see a trail of flattened grasses and 
shrubs leading off in that direction towards the horizon.  Not too far away collected rain water sits in the 
bottom of a shallow depression.  The earth is bare around it.   
 
Snakes slither and bask amongst the tall grasses (17) and other, bigger, predators move across the 
canvas of the Prairie as well.  A coyote (18) or badger (19) may beat the hawk to its prey.  A burrowing 
owl may come to forage for insects amongst the bison scat (20).   
 
But though all of these animals are camouflaged somewhere within the landscape, you are mainly 
aware of the wind, the fresh smell, and the vastness of the Prairie around you.  There are no straight 
lines as far as the eye can see.  No roads, no buildings, no airplanes criss-crossing the sky.  No signs, 
no tractors, no fields of crops.  There is just the Prairie, this never-ending sea of wind-blown plants and 
grasses.  So many different kinds of plants and animals coming together to form one gigantic system.   
 
You close your eyes again, inhale deeply, and let the wind carry your imagination back to the present 
moment.   
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PLANTS AND ANIMALS INCLUDED IN THE PRAIRIE VISUALIZATION 

1. Prairie Sage 

2. Trembling Aspen 

3. Common Cattail 

4. Saskatoon Berry 

5. Red-Tailed Hawk 

6. Black-Tailed Prairie Dog 

7. Showy Milkweed 

8. Monarch Butterfly 

9. Pussy Toes 

10. Milk Vetch 

11. Big Bluestem 

12. Sedges 

13. Wild Barley 

14. Blue-Eyed Star Grass 

15. Goldenrod 

16. Bison 

17. Red-Sided Garter Snake 

18. Coyote 

19. Badger 

20. Burrowing Owl 
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Attachment #2 

PRISTINE MIXED-GRASS PRAIRIE LANDSCAPES 
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Attachment #3 

PRAIRIE LANDS TODAY: AGRICULTURAL LANDS (FARMS) 
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Attachment #4  

EXCERPT FROM “THE INDIAN TIPI”  
BY REGINALD AND GLADYS LAUBIN 
 
“In most tribes the women made the tipis, just as they made most of the furnishings.  And it was the 
women who selected the camp site, erected the tipi, and determined the arrangements inside.  [...]  The 
women were “bosses” in the tipi except during some of the ceremonies and formal gatherings.   

“The tipi should be pitched to the northeast of a tree or clump of trees, so that it is in the shade from late 
morning until late afternoon.  Sun in the morning is welcome and is one of the reasons why tipis usually 
faced east. 

“The old-time tipi was a temple as well as a home.  The floor of the tipi represented the earth on which 
we live, the walls of the tipi the sky, and the poles the trails from earth to the spirit world. [...First Nations 
peoples] had definite rules of etiquette for life in the tipi.  If the door was open, friends usually walked 
right in.  If the door was closed, they called out or rattled the door covering and awaited an invitation to 
enter.  Some tipis even had a special door knocker which could be shaken to attract attention within.  
[...]   

“If two sticks were crossed over a tipi door, it meant that the owners either were away or desired no 
company.  If they were away, they first closed the smoke flaps by lapping or crossing them over the 
smoke hole.  The door cover was tied down securely and two sticks were crossed over it.  The door was 
then “locked” and as safe as the most strongly bolted door would be in our civilization today.  [...]  
Generally, men sat on the north side of the tipi and women on the south.  

“A Kiowa friend said he remembered his grandfather telling him that everyone entered a tipi to the left 
and went out by continuing around the circle to the door (this is a custom we follow at FortWhyte 
Alive).  Continuing around the tipi means that they crossed the back of the lodge, whereas in many 
tribes the head man of the tipi was the only one to cross the back, behind the altar [located opposite the 
door of the tipi behind the fire].  Needless to say, no one ever stepped across the altar, or the fire.   

“When the host [of a tipi gathering] finally cleaned his pipe and laid it aside, that was a signal that a 

meeting was over and everyone was expected to get up and go home.” 
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Attachment #5 
 

TIPI DIAGRAM (DAKOTA FIRST NATIONS) 
From: http://hubpages.com/education/Tipis-for-Sale 
  

http://hubpages.com/education/Tipis-for-Sale
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Attachment #6  
 

 
 
 

 


